Abstract. Modern database systems can achieve high throughput main-memory query execution by being aware of the dynamics of highly parallel hardware. In such systems, data is partitioned into smaller pieces to reach a better parallelism. Unfortunately, data skew is one of the main problems faced during parallel processing in a parallel main memory database. In some data-intensive applications, parallel range queries over a dynamic range partitioned system are important. Continuous insertions/deletions can lead to a very high degree of data skew and consequently a poor performance of parallel range queries. In this paper, we propose an approach for maintaining balanced loads over a set of nodes as in a system of communicating vessels, by migrating tuples between neighboring nodes. These frequent (or even continuous) data transfers inevitably involve dynamic changes in the partition statistics. To avoid the performance degradation typically associated with this dynamism, we provide a solution based on an approximate Partition Statistics Table. The basic idea behind this table is that both clients and nodes may have an imperfect knowledge about the effective load distribution. They can nevertheless locate any data with almost the same efficiency as using exact partition statistics. Furthermore, maintaining load distribution statistics do not require exchanging additional messages as opposed to the cost of efficient solutions from the state-of-art (which requires at least O(logn) messages). We show through intensive experiments that our proposal supports efficient range queries, while simultaneously guaranteeing storage balance even in the presence of numerous concurrent insertions/deletions generating a heavy skewed data distribution.
Introduction
Memory resident database systems (MMDBS) store the data in main physical memory and thus, provide very high-speed access. Increasing main memory capacities of up to several Terabyte per server and highly parallel processing exploiting multi-core architectures dominate today's hardware environment and will shape database system technology in the near future. Over the past decade, prominent research systems such as H-Store [27] and HyPer [28] reinvigorated research into main memory and multi-core data processing. Most major database vendors now have an in-memory database solution, such as SAP HANA [16] and Microsoft SQL Server Hekaton [14] .
A frequently voiced problem in in-memory resident data processing is uneven distribution of data referred to as Data Skew. This well-known phenomenon can arise from natural data distributions and/or non-uniform insertions/deletions. It can result in some nodes taking a lot more time to perform their tasks, thereby introducing bottlenecks in the parallel processing, and then delaying completion of the overall tasks [48] .
Several techniques were proposed to ensure efficient data partitioning across nodes (round-robin, hash partitioning, and range partitioning, etc.). The existing experiences show that the range partitioning is the best suitable for point and range queries in a highly dense domains [44] . But in the same time, it is very sensitive to data skew. In the case, where the partitioning by range creates partitions with size varying dramatically (due to the no-uniform distribution) the load balancing methods should be considered.
Data skew can be quantified by the values of an imbalance ratio. It represents the ratio of the loads of the largest and smallest partitions in the system. The higher ratio implies the greater the degree of imbalance. In order to decrease the imbalance ratio values, data may have to be moved from one node to another as the data volume grows or shrinks. Thus, a key requirement for a load balancing algorithm is maintaining load statistics (e.g., partitions boundaries and loads). In recent studies, the emphasis is mainly focused on minimizing the number of messages exchanged for maintaining the global load statistics.
Works in [18, 29, 11] use two universal load balancing primitives which are item exchange between neighbors and node migration from the most loaded area to the least loaded one. Despite the effectiveness of these approaches, their main drawback is the high cost of maintaining load statistics. They are based on skip graphs [2] , where the partition changes are followed by an update of the data structure requiring O(log n) messages. The proposal of [38, 37] is based on the replication. The disadvantage of this proposal is the necessity to deal with consistency issues during the data update. Other approaches have been proposed to minimize the effect of skew, particularly with range partitioning, such as the virtual processors [20, 38] and the histograms [31, 21] . The common challenge between all of these works is how to maintain partition statistics with a low communication cost. In our previous work [5] , we popose to reduce the cost of maintaining load statistics in a Scalable and Distributed Data Sructures [34] driven approach in which data is partitioned using dynamic bounds. Our current work is an improuvement of this one.
In this paper, we present OLAPS, an On-Line balancing algorithm of skewed data with Aproximate Partition Statistics. It is a simple but powerful strategy for maintaining good load balancing of range partitioned In-memory resident data, despite the frequent and skewed changes in data volume that may occur. Our solution behaves exactly like a system of communicating vessels. Whenever a partition becomes overloaded, data transfers are performed, in background, from the more loaded nodes to the least loaded ones. As a result, the partition boundaries change. In some critical cases of very high degree of imbalance, these data transfers between nodes, therefore, adjustments of partition boundaries never stop. To efficiently implement range queries, even in such critical situations, we propose a key concept, based on the use of "approximate partition statistics" (called Partition Statistics Tables: PST ) . Consider two sets of nodes and clients. The nodes are dedicated to the data processing and storage. The clients send mainly insert, delete and range queries to the nodes. Each node or client has its own partition statistics table. Each entry P ST [i] in this table, is an estimate of partition boundaries and data size related to node N i . After a balancing operation, the participating nodes may change their own boundaries. Those nodes do not need to inform the other ones by these changes. This will make the partition statistics stale. As a result, clients may address a wrong node when their PST are outdated. Nevertheless, whenever an interaction happens between two peers (node or client), they exchange their PST in order to correct each other. So, the more a peer is active, the more its PST converges towards the real state.
Our solution provides load balancing mechanism to handle the data skew for applications that do not require update queries. The main usages of our solution cconcern mainly insertions, deletions and data queries. These applications are useful in several fields, where range queries are used to extract information from a main-memory parallel database fed by sensors or other continuous data sources. Road traffic monitoring services are an example of such applications [52, 35] as well as Big Data applications [8] . The captured information (car's serial number, location and so on) is inserted into a database in order to be on-line analyzed by many points and range queries. For example, a driver may send the query "return the speed observed by cameras that are between Exit 1 and Exit 10 (1 ≤ exit ≤ 10)", so that he may choose the right highway to avoid congestion down the road. A police patrolling a highway section with speed limit of 80 mph may ask the system to "return the list of cars running with a speed higher than 80 mph (speed > 80)".
Our contributions are summarized in the following points:
-We propose an on-line algorithm to ensure a load balancing of range partitioned data in a parallel main memory database. -We provide a strategy for maintaining the global load statistics. This strategy does not require any extra communication cost, unlike the state-of-art solutions requiring at least O(logn) additional messages. -We use this strategy to design an algorithm for range queries which remains efficient even in the presence of rapid and continuous change of partition boundaries. -We implement and test our fully decentralized algorithm under extensive experiments over a wide set of scenarios.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an abstraction of a parallel main memory database and some hypothesis. In Section 3, we detail our load balancing approach, we show how the approximate partition statistics concept reduce the maintenance cost of the load distribution information, and describe how the performance of range queries can be improved. Our proposal is evaluated under extensive experiments and different scenarios in section 4. Section 5 outlines related work, then, we conclude in Section 6 by summarizing the most important findings and suggesting some open issues.
System Model
In this section, we define a simple abstraction of a main-memory parallel database and make some considerations:
. . , N n } be a set of n nodes connected by a fast local area network as in a Shared-Nothing architecture [51] . We consider a relation divided into n range partitions on the basis of a key attribute, with boundaries R 0 ≤ R 1 ≤ . . . ≤ R n . The node N i manages a range [R i−1 ,R i [. Data is In-memory resident, it is organized row wise. We consider that the nodes are ordered by their ranges, this ordering defines left and right relationships between them. At this level, we ignore the scalability of the environment, which means that there are no nodes that join or leave the cluster. However, our solution is can be easily extended to answer the scalability requirements; -Let C = {C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C m } be a set of m clients performing insert, delete or range queries. Point queries can be considered as special case of range queries, where upper and lower bounds are equal. The clients may join and leave the system at any time; -The nodes and the clients do not necessarily have the exact information about the data distribution across the nodes (partition statistics). Instead, they have their own potentially imperfect view about load distribution and partition boundaries (P ST N for nodes and P ST C for clients); -Each node N j has its own partition statistics . Clients use their partitions statistics tables P ST C to find targeted nodes during insertion, deletion and search operations; -Whenever the volume of stored data exceeds a locally defined threshold, the affected node performs the load-balancing algorithm. It transfers the out-of-range data to its neighbors (left and/or right) based on the estimated average loads; -Whenever an interaction between a node and another node or client occurs, the PST tables are exchanged. This makes it possible to asynchronously correct the content of these tables by the most recent contained values concerning the partitioning statistics; -We ignore concurrency control issues and consider only the serial schedule of insertions and deletions, interleaved with the executions of the load-balancing algorithm. An architecture of our solution is presented in Figure 1 .
It should be noted that the model presented above is inspired from the Scalable and Distributed Data Structures (SDDS) [34] architecture. SDDSs are a family of data structures designed for efficient In-memory data management. The basic data unit in SDDS may be either a record or an object with a unique key. Those data are organized in larger structures called buckets and usually stored in RAM. Our model and SDDS's model are both based on shared-nothing architecture [6, 7] .
Description of our Approach
Load balancing algorithms can be classified into two general categories [9] : (i) diffusion, where every node balances its load concurrently with every other partner.
(ii) Dimension exchange, where every node is allowed to balance load only with one of its neighbors at a time. Our algorithm falls into the second category. In our solution, data is range partitioned over n nodes. Clients send insert, delete and range queries. There is no central directory to keep the partition statistics (i.e. partition boundaries and sizes). Instead, each node/client maintains a local table containing an estimate of the current partition statistics. This concept is similar to file images used in Scalable Distributed Data Structures (SDDS) [34] to avoid bottlenecks and central points of failure in a distributed environment.
The main feature of our OLAPS system is the PST . Each client or node has its own and potentially imperfect partition statistics table. Clients use their P ST C to direct their insert, delete and search operations to the pretended concerned nodes. The nodes use their P ST N to estimate the balance state of the whole system and transfer the excess of data to their neighbors to achieve load balancing. These transfers, which can occur very frequently (or even continuously) necessarily produce dynamic changes in partition boundaries and sizes for the related nodes. Other nodes and clients of the system do not necessarily need to be aware of these changes. They can be accommodated with just an approximate image of the partition statistics (through their own PST ) while remaining effective in data management and manipulation.
We summarize in Table 1 the variables frequently used in this paper for easy reference.
Partition Statistics Tables (P ST s)
Both nodes and clients store in a local Last updating time of the client PST .
Av R
The average loads of all the right nodes of Ni.
Av L
The average loads of all the left nodes of Ni. σi
The threshold of Ni. φ
The imbalance ratio. α
The degree of tolerance.
L
The system average load.
regarding the boundaries of partitions and their sizes, are thus propagated in the system asynchronously. An active node or client in the system will tend to have accurate partitioning statistics in its own PST , and thus makes no errors when addressing a target node. On the other hand, an inactive node or client, during a certain period, may use an outdated PST and thus makes some errors, that necessitate additional redirections, when addressing other nodes. However, as the redirected messages also contain the PST tables of the targeted nodes, the partition statistics of the faulty node or client will be very quickly improved. Thus making successive addressing errors is very unlikely.
System Threshold
A node N i attempts to shed its load whenever P ST Ni [i].Load is greater than a local threshold σ i . Each node has its own threshold. This value is calculated using the estimates in P ST Ni . Formally, we consider that for each node N i : -The threshold:
-The imbalance tolerance parameter:
whereL is the system average load. It is the ratio between the total nodes load (
.Load) and the total number of nodes n. δ is called the 'imbalance tolerance parameter'. This allows tolerating some imbalance by a parameter α (e.g., 10%, 20% or 50% of the average load). When α is low, the load balancing algorithm will often be invoked. When α is high, the load balancing algorithm invocations will be less frequent and thus clients addressing errors decrease.
It should be noted here that the value of the imbalance tolerance parameter may be fixed by the system administrator. This parameter depends on the imbalance degree that we can tolerate. In case of very sensitive applications, where we cannot tolerate a big difference between the largest and smallest load, this value must be zero or close to zero. However, when we can tolerate some imbalance and we focus on reducing the cost of data movement and the balancing algorithm invocation, the system administrator may be 50%, 70% or even a greater value. This parameter is a compromise between the imbalance of the system on one side and the addressing errors and the cost of data movement on the other side.
Client Operations
A client C j uses its own P ST Cj to localize the targeted node(s) to which insert, delete and search queries are sent. Inserting, deleting or searching for a tuple with a given key k are performed as follows:
-The client searches for a node N i so that the key k is between its lower bound P ST Cj [i].Lower Bound and its upper bound P ST Cj [i].U pper Bound. Then, it sends a message to N i containing the new tuple to insert, delete or to search. The local P ST Cj table is also included in the same message. -A node N i receiving the request, checks whether the included key k fits its range, if so, it executes the specified request (insert, delete or just point-search), updates eventually its partition statistics (the P ST Ni [i].Load and P ST Ni [i].Last update fields in the case of an insert or delete request) and sends a positive acknowledge consisting of its P ST Ni to the client. -If k is outside the node's range, an adjustment message including a negative acknowledge and the current P ST Ni is sent to the client. -If a client receives a positive acknowledgment from a node, it just updates its table if it was outdated. Else, if it receives an adjustment message, it updates its table and repeats the operation until receiving a positive acknowledgment.
Range Query Execution: Range query is a well-known database operation. It returns all the data between two specified values (upper and lower boundary). A straight-forward mechanism for executing sequential range queries is scanning one partition at a time and returning results to the client during or after the scan of each partition [19] . This mechanism is relatively easy to implement. However, it does not take advantage of the system parallelism that reduces the total query execution time. Instead, our algorithm sends parallel sub-queries to the subset of nodes supposed to be concerned by the specified range. In case of addressing error occurring for some subqueries, the client C j updates its P ST Cj and replaces the sub-queries. This method avoids the broadcast approach which generates a significant overload on all the nodes of the system. Note that bulk insertions and deletions are done in the same way as range queries.
We define R = [a, b[ as the range of the query. The flow of a range query is described in the following points:
1. The client uses its P ST Cj to split the initial range R = [a, b[ into S sub-ranges:
sub-range will be sent to a corresponding node N 1 , N 2 , . . . N s . 2. Each node N i receiving the request can behave as follows:
-If the given sub-range
is completely included in its range, the node sends a positive acknowledgment, its P ST Ni , and all data in the specified sub-range to the client. -If the specified sub-range R d is completely outside of the node range, the node answers by a negative acknowledgment (no data to send to the client) and its P ST Ni . -If only a part of the specified sub-range R d is included in the node range, it answers with a negative acknowledgment, its P ST Ni , and data belonging to the part of the specified sub-range included in the node range. 3. In the client side, whenever an answer with a negative acknowledgment is received, the client P ST Cj is updated and the missing ranges are then regenerated and resubmitted to other targeted nodes.
Range Query Algorithm For the implementation of range query solution, a queue of submitted sub-ranges is used. The client expects a positive acknowledgment for each subrange in the queue. The pseudo algorithm 1 describes the range query process in the client side.
constitutes a new range query (sub-query); 5 Enqueue the new sub-queries into Q; 6 while (Not Empty (Q)) do 7 Dequeue the first S sub-queries from Q; 8 Send each subquery to the appropriate node Ni (according to the client's P STC j ); if (r contains a negative acknowledgment) then 13 Split the interval contained in r, using the updated P STC j ;
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Enqueue the new generated sub-queries into Q; answer the queries with a positive acknowledgment and the corresponding data set. However, N 3 answers the request with a negative acknowledgment and the corresponding data in its range ([2300, 2800[). The client, after updating its P ST Cj , it sends another range query (Select all the data between 2800 and 2900) to N 4 which will answers correctly the request.
The additional cost regarding this redirection is almost one message sent the node N 4 . The experiments that we did show that the client may at least make one redirection to attend the right node.
This example is illustrated in Figure 2 . 
Node Operations
Nodes use their own P ST N to estimate global average load, the left average load, and the right one. Based on these estimates, an overloaded node determines the amount of data to be transferred to each of its neighbors (left and right). The P ST N is also used to eventually correct outdated clients and neighboring nodes. A node can receive search, insert and delete operations from a client or data transfer operations from its two neighboring nodes. The local P ST N is updated in the following cases:
-After each insert or delete operation. In that case, the local data size and the last updating time are adjusted accordingly. Entries which concern the other nodes are eventually updated using the received client's P ST C ; -After each range query sent by clients. In that case, only the older entries in the node table are eventually updated using the received client's P ST C ; -After data migration from the current node to one of its neighbors or vice versa. In that case, local data size, boundaries and last updating time are updated accordingly.
Other table entries are also eventually updated using the received node's P ST N .
LOADBALANCE Algorithm: As data is range partitioned over nodes, we can only move data from one node N i to its left and/or right neighbor. Here, a neighboring concept refers to the node with the following range or the previous range. When a node N i 's load increases beyond the local threshold σ i , it attempts to migrate data to its right and left neighbors (N i+1 , N i−1 ). Algorithm 2 describes the process of correcting a state of imbalance caused by the insertion of new data sent by a client or an overloaded neighbor.
The following points describe our algorithm:
-First of all, the algorithm calculates the average load of all the right neighbors (Av R) as well as the average load of all the left neighbors (Av L). -The Boolean INSERT indicates whether the procedure was called after a client insert or the current node is receiving data from an over-loaded neighbor. -If it is a post-insertion processing, the current node sends N B R tuples to the right neighbor. N B R value is calculated according to the expression cited in line 7 of the algorithm. It sends also N B L tuples to the left neighbor according to the expression cited in line 6 of the algorithm. The calculation of these two values is carried out according to the information contained in the current node's P ST Ni . -If it is a post-transfer processing, the current node sends all the excess data to its right neighbor if Av R < Av L, else, the data is sent to the left neighbor.
Each node receiving data (from a client or an overloaded neighboring node), updates its table and attempts to perform the LOADBALANCE procedure if it becomes over-loaded.
Note that the local threshold may be wrong as the node table may be outdated. Despite this, the algorithm continues to run with this erroneous value without negatively influencing the quality of global balancing. Our experiments show that the P ST N converge gracefully towards the real state of the system and that the threshold also converges towards the true value.
Experimental Results
In this section, we present an experimental study to show the behavior of our approach in terms of load balancing quality and performance of data access operations (mainly range queries). We ran our experiments in our laboratory on up to 10 nodes and 5 clients. Processing nodes software and clients software were executed on machines with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-5500U CPU@2.40GHz and 8 GiB of RAM. Both nodes and clients were connected through a Gigabit Ethernet network. Algorithms are implemented in C language using the
// New data insertion;
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The total number of tuples to be migrated is N BL + N BR; Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) library. The generated workload involves the following types of clients:
1. Right Client: a client that continuously inserts blocks of data to the right area of the system. At each block insert, tuples are generated in the assumed range of a node randomly selected from the most right nodes. 2. Left Client: a client that continuously inserts blocks of data to the left area of the system. At each block insert, tuples are generated in the assumed range of a node randomly selected from the most left nodes. 3. Alternate Client: a client that behaves alternately, as a Left Client then as a Right Client, for a given period. 4. Random Client: a client that continuously inserts blocks of randomly generated data into randomly selected nodes. 5. Range Client: a client that performs continuously range queries. The range boundaries are chosen randomly.
Each of these clients has its own approximated partition statistics table (P ST C ). Initially the partition boundaries are all initialized by a uniform division of the domain of values according to the number of nodes in the system. Another parameter ("Client throughput") controls the rate at which the client interacts with the system. In addition to this, there is a main program (Master Client) which allows launching nodes and other clients (depending on the chosen scenario) and periodically collects the performances measures such as the overall imbalance ratio, the number of message redirections (addressing errors) and some useful execution traces like number of data transfers between nodes.
Left, Right and Alternate clients are mainly used to produce skewed insertion patterns so that partition statistics (node's boundaries and sizes) change continuously during the simulation progress. The speed of change depends on the "Client throughput" values for the clients.
To test our approach and validate it, we used a dataset of 1 million keys. The inserted keys are integers generated in a random way by the 5 types of clients cited above.
Evaluation Measures
The most important performance factors in this context are:
1. The imbalance ratio between the largest and smallest load. 2. The addressing errors made by clients.
The first one gives an indication of the load balancing quality.
The Master Client retrieves in regular time interval (for example every second) the largest load (maxLoad) and the smallest load (minLoad). If the ratio of these two values is close to 1 (meaning that the largest load is very close to the smallest one), the balancing of data distribution is then achieved. The second measure indicates the number of redirection messages generated to correct out-dated clients. It is an additional cost induced by dynamic changes of the partition boundaries. In the tests we are going to perform, we show that these two measurements (1, 2) remain very low, even in the presence of very strong dynamic changes in the partition statistics.
Other measures are also considered to show the behavior details of our approach:
1. Data movement cost. All the load balancing algorithms need to move data from one node to another in order to achieve storage balance; 2. The number of invocations of LOADBALANCE algorithm.
These two measures contribute in quantifying the degree of data skew generated by our simulation tests. Indeed, we have been particularly interested in evaluating our approach in this context of a very skewed data distribution, in order to show the effective ability of the proposed approximated partitioning scheme to support such a dynamism. 
Performance Tests
Imbalance Ratio: In these experiments, we consider a sequence of block insert operations generated by some concurrent clients (Left, Right, Alternate and Random clients). We observe the evolution of the global imbalance ratio during these insertions.
In Figure 3 , Random Clients insert data uniformly over the set of nodes. In this test, there is no data skew, all nodes are uniformly addressed by the clients. We observe a very good global imbalance ratio. This confirms that our approach can be adapted to weakly dynamic systems.
In the next scenarios, we generate a high degree of data skew. For that, we use Left, Right, and Alternate clients to direct most of the insertions to only some nodes. nate Client simultaneously. The curves illustrate the imbalance ratios between the largest and the smallest load during the data insert. According to the results presented in these figures, we observe that the imbalance ratio fluctuates less and less with the amount of data inserted. In all cases, the system maintains a balancing level controlled by the imbalance tolerance parameter. As expected, the average ratio is very close to 1 in almost all cases, except when α is very large α = 50% with a very high degree of data skew (4(a)).
It is noted that we have proposed in this work three values of the parameter α, however, the value of the imbalance tolerance parameter still a choice of the administrator, the latter can choose another totally different value. The choice of the α value is strongly dependent on the type of the applications. If we have applications that tolerate disequilibrium, α can be large, otherwise α should converge to zero to ensure optimal balancing. Simulations were run comparing performance of our LOADBALANCE algorithm and the GLOBALBALANCE procedure of [41] and the ADJUSTLOAD procedure of [18] . The data from Table 2 represents the comparative load balancing results of the three procedures. The comparison parameter is the imbalance ratio which measured here as the ratio between the largest load and the system average load.
The load balance ratios delivered by our LOADBALANCE procedure are very consistent, while there is considerable variance in the load balance ratios from the two other procedures. This relative stability ensures a greater reliability and predictability.
When the performance of the system is measured by query response time, it is proportional to the largest node load. The worst-case relative performance of the LOADBAL-ANCE algorithm versus the ADJUSTLOAD procedure is the ratio of the highest load balance ratios obtained for the two algorithms, or 1.0-(1.04+2.41)=0.57. One can expect to reduce query response time up to 57% as compared to a system using the ADJUSTLOAD and up to 28% compared to a system using the GLOBALBALANCE.
Addressing Errors: After a balancing operation, three nodes at least change their partition boundaries and partition sizes due to inter-nodes data migration. The affected nodes have to update their tables. Clients having outdated tables can thus address wrong nodes that have changed their partition boundaries. We measure the total number of times the clients send their requests to the wrong nodes and hence made addressing errors, dur-ing the simulation tests. Recall that when a client addresses a wrong node, it receives an adjustment message and thus sends a new query to another node. In Figure 5 and 6, we show the total amount of addressing errors made by the clients during the previews experiments. The results depicted in figures 5(a) and 5(b) correspond to the case of high degree of data skew. Insertions are all sent to only one area, using left or right client. The results obtained in the case of a moderate degree of data skew (a mixture of alternating and skewed insertions) are presented in Figure 6 (b). For a low degree of data skew (alternating insertions between left and right areas) the measures are drawn in Figure 6(a) .
In all cases and as expected, the maximum addressing error values are obtained with small imbalance tolerance parameter (α = 10%), whereas, the minimum values were obtained with high imbalance tolerance parameter (α = 50%). For instance, inserting 50 000 blocks of data using a parameter α = 10%, generates around 150 redirections in the case of high degree of data skew. It generates around 100 redirections in the case of moderate degree of data skew and only 50 redirections with a low degree of data skew. Thus the probabilities for a client to make an addressing error (and thus generate a redirection message) are respectively 0.003, 0.002 and 0.001 (according to the data skew degree).
According to the shape of the different curves, we also notice that addressing errors become less and less frequent over time. This is explained by the fact that the partition statistics tables (P ST ) tend to converge towards the real view of the partition statistics.
Addressing Errors of Range Query
The next experiments are conducted to show the very low impact of our LOADBALANCE algorithm (mainly the dynamic changes in the partitioning statistics) on the performance of the range queries sent by the clients. We did not measure the queries response time because it is highly dependent on the material used while, we mainly focus on the data balancing quality.
In these experiments, we generate random range queries sent by a Range Client at regular period. In parallel, a Left Client or Right Client insert blocks of data continuously generating thus a high degree of data skew and a rapid change in the partition statistics inside the nodes. We have therefore measured the addressing errors made by the Range Client. The client P ST C , even if it is outdated at the beginning, it is quickly updated. When the nodes are very active, their tables remain of very good quality, so, they quickly correct the clients who contact them. The strong activity of the nodes is related to the fact that we generate high imbalance situations by inserting data in a non-uniform way. In that case, to maintain balancing, the nodes have to be very active. As a result, their tables converge rapidly towards the real view. It is, therefore, a strong point of our method that ultimately guarantees a few addressing errors in case of range queries ( at most 2 errors) whatever the situation:
-In case of high dynamic system (presence of a moderate or large degree of data skew), the nodes will be very active and therefore they will quickly adjust the clients partition statistics. -In a stable system (no or low data skew), the boundaries practically do not change, so the clients partition statistics tables remain accurate
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) plot the number of addressing errors generated during a run of random range queries. In Figure 7 (a), a Left Client is sending 10 5 data packets to the left side of the cluster in order to cause a high degree of skew. In Figure 7 (b), a Right Client is instead used. During both situations, a Range Client is sending its random range queries. The plots present the addressing errors made by this last client. Recall that for range queries, addressing errors are the number of additional rounds needed to send back the additional parallel sub-queries related to the missing ranges.
Behavior Details of LOADBALANCE Algorithm
In this section, we study the data movement cost incurred by the LOADBALANCE algorithm. In the experiments presented in the tables 3, 4, 5, we start from a balanced state of the system where all the loads are close to each other. We then run a single operation of inserting a data packet (containing a block of tuples to be inserted) and observe the behavior of our system (i.e., number of tuples migrated between the nodes and the number of invocations of LOADBALANCE algorithm). The tables are obtained from three different values of the imbalance tolerance parameter, α = 10%, α = 20% and α = 50% of the average load. We note that the number of migrated tuples with α = 10% is relatively small compared to the other costs. However, when α is greater, the amount of data migrated is greater because the number of LOADBALANCE invocations is smaller. The aim behind these experiments is to evaluate the system reactivity (how do the system react against an insert operation which destabilizes the current balanced state). So, this involves measuring the number of tuples migrated as well as the number of algorithm invocations. What should be noted in these tables is that the number of algorithm Table 5 . The effect of inserting a data packet into one node during a balanced state (α = 50%). invocations gives us an estimation of the number of messages exchanged between nodes due to a single insert operation. The number of messages is the number of algorithm invocations plus 1. This measure indicates how many nodes have been affected by the insertion of a data packet in the starting node. For example, in the first column of the table 3, we have:
-Data size: 67 499, the total number of tuples before the insert query; -Packet size: 6 800, the number of tuples that will be inserted; -Tuples migrated: 2 565 tuples migrated after the insert query; -Invocations: 8 is the number of LOADBALANCE invocations, thus, 9 messages are required for the transfer between nodes; -Packet size/data size: 0.1, the ratio between the packet size and the data size before insertion; -Tuple migrated / (data size + packet size): 0.35, The ratio between the amount of data migrated and the new data size.
A first analysis shows that the number of data transferred depends strongly on the size of the inserted packet and on the total number of data already present before insertion. In this case, for the same value of α, there is a correlation between the ratio of the packet size to the data size and the ratio of the number of tuples migrated to the sum of data size and the packet size.
In the above experiments, we measure the number of invocations of LOADBALANCE algorithm. We create four imbalance situations: 1) a strong imbalance on the right side of the cluster, where the right half of the set of nodes is much more loaded than the left one. 2) A strong imbalance on the left side. 3) An alternate send of the requests, sometimes the right half sometimes the left half of the cluster. 4) A combination of two clients, one that inserts just in the left half of the cluster and another that inserts alternately. 
Discussion and Comparison with Existing Approaches
Our results presented above validate the analysis of the previous sections. They show that our load balancing method is very efficient and that no cost is needed for maintaining load statistics. If the system requires randomly chosen partition boundaries as in P2P network (e.g., [46, 43] ), efficient load balancing technique needs O(log n) messages, where n is the number of nodes. Methods that use skip graphs like [18, 29, 11] need to have global load statistics to address the problem of data skew. Skip graphs are circular linked lists, where each node maintains roughly O(log n) skip pointers, to enable the list traversal. Skip pointers are randomized and routing between any two nodes requires O(log n) messages.
The team Ganesan et al. [18] propose a balancing mechanism that guarantees a good imbalance ratio (bounded by 4.24). The researchers, in this work, use two universal load balancing primitives which are neighbor item exchange and node reorder. Each node has to periodically update a central directory with its current load. When its load crosses a local threshold, it contacts the directory to locate the next least loaded node and performs load exchange with it. The major drawback is that their algorithm requires global knowledge of the maximum and minimum load. Since there is no central site in the P2P networks, Ganesan et al.'s proposal works on two skip graphs. Each node maintains O(log n) skip pointers allowing it to have a fast traversal of the list. Partition changes are followed by an update of the data structure which requires O(log n) messages. However, in our proposal, maintaining global load statistics does not need exchanging any messages.
Our contribution is based on the partition statistics tables (PST ), where each peer has imperfect load statistics. Maintaining the PST does not require any message exchange between the nodes, this table is updated during the load balancing phase, it will be transmitted with the data packets sent to the neighbors.
In figures 9(a) and 9(b), we evaluate our OLAPS approach in a similar environment as in [18] . We generate 256 virtual machines where clients insert a set of 10 6 tuples. After achieving a balancing state, the ratios are around 1. However, in Ganesan's work, despite the imbalance ratio is bounded by 4.24, it is a little bigger than 3 in the steady phase. In Table 6 , we compare our work with three other works. The comparison is based on several criteria which are mainly: perfect partition statistics, addressing errors, cost of maintaining load information and load balancing strategy (NIE: Neighbor Item Exchange or NM: Node Migration). Our algorithm uses imperfect partition statistics which consists of the partition statistics table. However, all the other works depend on a real view about the system state. To get the right system state, the cost is O(logn) messages in the studied works. However, there is no need to exchange messages between peers to get the load statistics in our solution. When a client or a node needs information about the state of the system, it can easily find it in its local table, peers do not have to get this information from a central server or from neighbors. Indeed, there is need to exchange any messages. Having an imperfect view about the data distribution may lead the clients to address the wrong node. Adjustment messages help the clients to update their tables and locate the desired node. The problem of addressing errors does not exist in the three-prior works, because either the clients send their requests to a central site or they use a data structure like skip graph to get access with O(logn) messages. The last comparison criterion is the load balancing strategy, our strategy consists of item migration between nodes, however, the other solution combines between this strategy and node migration from the most loaded area to the least loaded one.
Related Work
Research on parallel queries such us range queries [45, 33, 53] , join queries [12, 15, 22] , parallel sorting [3, 3] . . . etc, has long been a crucial problem. Reducing the data skew effect is an interesting challange in these systems. There have been many studies of load balancing for range-partitioned data. These studies have focused first on load balancing algorithms and how to migrate data in an efficient way. Thereafter, the focus has shifted to the solutions that reduce the cost of maintaining data distribution information. The problem of data skew has been addressed in two main ranges of research: Peer-to-Peer Systems: in P2P networks, A number of recent load balancing approaches have been proposed [17, 1, 11, 50, 37, 36] . Structured P2P networks [30] are an efficient tool for storage and location of data since there is no central server which could become a bottleneck. Many researches have been proposed on search methods in Structured P2P networks, Readers looking for more information are referred to the survey on searching in P2P networks by [42] . The basic load balancing approach in structured P2P networks or distributed hash tables (DHTs) [54] is consistent hashing [17] . Unfortunately, consistent hashing approach destroys data order by randomizing placement of data items which is not applicable to some applications. For example, to support range searching in a database application, the items need to be in a specific order. SkipNet [23] and skip graph [2] are data structures for range searching that are not based on DHTs. Both of them are adapted from Skip Lists [39] . The computational cost of object search in a skip graph and SkipNet networks is O(log n), where n is the number of nodes in the network. Many other data structures answer range queries and ensure a good load balancing in their experiments, e.g., Mercury [10] , Baton [25] , Chordal graphs [26] . However, Mercury requires extra communication cost to estimate the density of the nodes on the identifier ring. Baton is based on a binary balanced tree structure. It guarantees that exact queries and range queries can be answered in O(logn) steps and also that update operations have a cost of O(logn). Chordal graph is based on hierarchical neighborhood search to provide incoming nodes an overview of the network topology. Both Baton and Chordal graph have a cost of O(logn) for searching and routing. However, our method requires a very low cost for maintaining load statistics to answer range queries and ensure data load balancing.
In [49] , authors propose a new structured P2P network named the Well-Distribution Algorithm for an Overlay Network (Waon). Each node modifies its location on Waon's identifier ring dynamically to achieve uniform distribution of objects. It can also support range queries for searching objects. However, Dynamic load balancing mechanism of Waon is not efficient because each node uses only partial knowledge of the network. In addition, the number of communication messages necessary for maintaining the network and searching objects is O(log n), where n denotes the number of nodes. In [50] 's work, an efficient dynamic load balancing scheme for Waon is proposed. Each node collects load values from other nodes in order to obtain entire network information. The main drawbacks of this work are the calculation time and communication data required for this process (O(logn) ).
The work in [29] evaluates the performance in terms of bandwidth cost and convergence speed of balancing range query capable data structures using successive item exchanges and node migrations. This approach maintains load information using a skip graph. To perform node migration from the most loaded area to the least loaded one, the overloaded node locates the least loaded node by sending probing messages to its O(log n) neighbors. The main drawback of this work is the costly maintenance of the node migrations and the big number of exchanging messages to locate the overloaded node.
Another way to address the problem of data skew is the replication of some data. However, replication needs to change the underlying routing protocol to handle multiple replica locations during item search and insertions. The work in [37] proposes a load balancing technique with overlapping regions between nodes. Participant nodes share some regions with their neighbors which allow them to reshape their loads capacity function locally. The approach uses the kernel density estimation in deriving the optimal overlap ranges. The main drawback of this technique and that of [38] which uses also the data replication is the necessity to deal with consistency issues during object updates.
The use of a virtual server scheme [20] for structured P2P networks has been proposed as a dynamic load balancing technique. In a network based on such a technique, the overloaded node transfers virtual servers to another physical node for load balancing. [24] work is based on the virtual server's technique, where each participating peer is based on a partial knowledge of the system state to estimate the probability distributions of the capacities of peers and the loads of virtual servers. The principal drawbacks of these techniques are the cost of transferring virtual servers between physical nodes and the extra communication required by the virtual servers for dynamic load balancing.
Parallel/Distributed databases: a load balance operation in a parallel database is performed as a transaction. Its consequences do not affect other concurrent transactions until all tuples are moved, partition boundaries are updated, and the transaction is committed. Read requests for tuples that are being moved to another node are serviced from existing versions residing at the old node. Write requests for tuples that are being moved either abort, wait, or are forwarded to the new location. The work in [41] proposes a multi-reorder operation that finds a sequence of multiple adjacent nodes that have a small average load of any such sequence. This technique uses partition statistics which include an estimate of the number of tuples stored on each node for every relation in the database. Based on this information the system skew is calculated. The problem that could be noted is the cost of maintaining partition statistics.
Work in [13] presents an approach to dealing with skew in parallel joins in database systems. The basic idea is that each processor is allocated a subrange of the join attribute value. The values that delineate the boundaries of these ranges need not be equally spaced in the join attribute domain; this allows the values to be chosen so as to equalize the number of tuples mapped to each subrange. The proposed work is interesting, many recent works are based on this work. Combining this work with our concept (approximate partition statistics tables) could significantly improve the cost of maintaining partitioning information in the processing of parallel joins.
SAP HANA is an emergent in-memory, column-oriented, relational database management system. Like any other MMDBS, this system suffers from unbalanced data distribution on main memory. The work in [32] proposes that each HANA server returns the query results to the client with its memory and CPU resources consumption status. The client when detecting that the targeted node does not have enough memory resource, it tries to send the current query to other nodes.
Balancing a large and dynamic evolution of data distribution has always been an area of interest of many researchers. Load balancing in Cassandra [40] is executed during node additions, the load balancing algorithm transfers half the data from the most loaded node to the new node. The load balancing can also be performed manually with a script executed by the user. This operation unfortunately does not minimize the amount of data transferred between the nodes and does not guarantee the data balancing. Voldemort [47] manages load balancing with the same way 3 , its main disadvantages are the centralized execution generally triggered by the user. It uses a static number of partitions and distributes them uniformly on the nodes. Riak 4 uses the notion of vnodes, inspired by the virtual nodes of Chord [46] . It assigns them to the physical nodes in multiple ways. Load balancing is performed only when adding or deleting nodes. MongoDB [4] uses its cluster-balancing module, its balancing strategies is a little bit similar to ours. The balancing module migrates data between different nodes when the ratio of the number of tuples from the largest fragment to the smallest reaches a certain threshold. However, this operation lacks flexibility outside the threshold parameter.
Discussion: the above state-of-art presents the most important existing approaches dealing with the problem of data skew in a range-partitioned data system. These approaches are targeted towards peer-to-peer systems and parallel databases. The conclusion we could make is that the cost of maintaining load statistics is at least O(logn). Our solution considers main memory databases and provides load balancing mechanism to handle the data skew for applications with dominant append operations and range queries. Also, these applications do not require update queries, but mainly insert, delete and search queries like in data warehouses. We provide a strategy for maintaining the global load statistics without any extra communication cost, unlike the state-of-art solutions that require at least O(logn) additional messages.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented OLAPS, an on-line-load balancing algorithm for skewed data in a parallel In-memory database. By the solution we propose, we were targeting applications that require mainly insert, delete and range queries. When the range queries are operating on a range partitioned system suffering from a very high degree of imbalance, the challenge is to efficiently ensure a best performance. In order to reduce the cost of maintaining load statistics as low as possible, we propose to use an approximate partition statistics table PST . Both clients and nodes have an imperfect view about the load distribution across nodes. Based on this table, a node performs a load balancing whenever its data size passes a local threshold. It changes its range and transfers the out-of-range data to its neighbors. The transfer process continues until the nodes satisfy the threshold. The experiments that we set in our laboratory, show that our solution guarantees an imbalance ratio close to 1, which means that the storage balance is achieved successfully. They show also that the access costs of the read-only clients remain very low, despite the high degree of data skew generated in these experiments. In particular, we have obtained a quasi-null degradation of parallel range query costs over a very dynamic range partitioned database where boundaries continuously change (for load balancing purposes).
While the present solution describes an approach for eliminating data skew, one could apply the same techniques to minimize execution skew. Furthermore, we also plan to address the issue of handling data skew in parallel join algorithms using the PST concept. Our load-balancing algorithm is a standard mechanism, we believe that it can be adapted to several other environments such as Cloud Computing environments as well as peer-topeer networks and other systems.
